Aims Growth imbalances between individual fruits are common in indeterminate plants such as cucumber (Cucumis sativus). In this species, these imbalances can be related to differences in two growth characteristics, fruit growth duration until reaching a given size and fruit abortion. Both are related to distribution, and environmental factors as well as canopy architecture play a key role in their differentiation. Furthermore, events leading to a fruit reaching its harvestable size before or simultaneously with a prior fruit can be observed. Functional-structural plant models (FSPMs) allow for interactions between environmental factors, canopy architecture and physiological processes. Here, we tested hypotheses which account for these interactions by introducing dominance and abortion thresholds for the partitioning of assimilates between growing fruits. † Methods Using the L-System formalism, an FSPM was developed which combined a model for architectural development, a biochemical model of photosynthesis and a model for assimilate partitioning, the last including a fruit growth model based on a size-related potential growth rate (R P ). Starting from a distribution proportional to R P , the model was extended by including abortion and dominance. Abortion was related to source strength and dominance to sink strength. Both thresholds were varied to test their influence on fruit growth characteristics. Simulations were conducted for a dense row and a sparse isometric canopy. † Key Results The simple partitioning models failed to simulate individual fruit growth realistically. The introduction of abortion and dominance thresholds gave the best results. Simulations of fruit growth durations and abortion rates were in line with measurements, and events in which a fruit was harvestable earlier than an older fruit were reproduced. † Conclusions Dominance and abortion events need to be considered when simulating typical fruit growth traits. By integrating environmental factors, the FSPM can be a valuable tool to analyse and improve existing knowledge about the dynamics of assimilates partitioning.
INTRODUCTION
Fruits of greenhouse cucumber (Cucumis sativus) show unbalanced individual growth rates and abortion of individual fruits (Schapendonk and Brouwer, 1984) . These characteristics result in a non-uniform growth of fruits and can also be observed in other reproductive and indeterminately growing crops such as bell pepper and tomato (Heuvelink, 1996; Wubs et al., 2009b) . Reasons for differences in growth have been related to environmental factors (Marcelis, 1993b; Wubs et al., 2009a; Pettersen et al., 2010) and canopy architecture (Kahlen, 2007) . Variations in dry matter partitioning have been explained by competitive growth under limitation of assimilates (Marcelis et al., 1998) and by hormone regulation (Bangerth et al., 2000) , or discussed as a combination of both (Marcelis et al., 2004) .
To analyse how growth processes on individual positions of a plant interact with the environment, models are required which integrate key physiological processes on the organ level under consideration of plant morphology on the canopy scale (Fourcaud et al., 2008) . These interactions are explicitly provided for by functional -structural plant models (FSPMs), which simulate plant systems dynamically allowing for feedback between plant physiology and morphology (Vos et al., 2010) . Furthermore, representing the morphological plasticity of the developing plant using surface-based three-dimensional (3-D) models allows us to incorporate detailed environmental models and the responses of biological processes with the plant (Chelle, 2005; Kahlen and Stützel, 2011) . In FSPMs, the partitioning of assimilates between individual organs is commonly modelled with a source -sink approach (Vos et al., 2010) . When assimilates are limited, a proportional partitioning concept is frequently assumed. Based on an experimentally determined potential growth rate of an organ, R P , the proportional sink limitation is calculated by dividing R P by the sum of all R P (indicating the total demand of the plant) (Schapendonk and Brouwer, 1984; Marcelis, 1994; Heuvelink, 1996; Wubs et al., 2009b) . This concept does not model individual fruit growth independently as the limitation affects all fruits proportionally. It also fails to account for fruit abortion and does not provide for young fruits to accumulate dry matter faster than fruits on lower nodes, which would allow a fruit to reach harvest before a previously initiated fruit. Marcelis (1994) observed a fruit starting to grow at high growth rates sooner than a prior fruit. R P is commonly described as a peak function of organ age with the maximum growth rate shortly after anthesis (Marcelis, 1994; Heuvelink, 1996; Wubs et al., 2009b) . For cucumber and tomato it has been shown that fruits do not irreversibly lose their sink strength in periods of limited or discontinued growth (de Koning, 1989; Marcelis, 1993a) . The commonly used peak function decreases rapidly after the peak. If the growth of a fruit is limited over a longer period around the peak, the low potential growth rates are limiting growth at a later stage. This can lead to the loss of the ability to regain higher growth rates and may even inhibit fruits from reaching a harvestable size. The potential fruit growth rate between anthesis and harvest can be defined by a power function of organ size (Kuwar, 2007) , which allows the fruit to grow at appropriate rates under ample assimilate supply at any stage of fruit development.
Fruit abortion is the most evident change in fruit growth characteristics and has frequently been implemented in plant growth models. Commonly, a sensitive phase of up to 10 d after anthesis in which fruits can be aborted has been observed (Schapendonk and Brouwer, 1984; Marcelis, 1992) . Fruit abortion was modelled using a defined source/sink ratio as a threshold in pepper (Wubs et al., 2009b) or as a linear decrease with increasing source/sink ratio in cucumber (Marcelis, 1994) . The latter approach was combined with a priority function implemented as the K m constant in a Michaelis -Menten kinetic to describe dominance among cucumber fruits. The priority function increased with total potential growth rate and decreased with the age of the individual fruit (Marcelis, 1994) . This model did not account for events in which a fruit reached harvest earlier than an older fruit and longer periods of reduced growth could result in a growth cessation of individual fruits even at later stages. Abortion rate was related to the source/sink ratio but not explicitly with the priority function. A different approach to account for fruit competition was based on the concept that if a proportional growth rate of a certain fruit is lower than R P , this fruit can reduce the growth rate of the subsequent fruit by 90 % to its own favour (Schapendonk and Brouwer, 1984) . This assumption was supported by observations which showed that a fruit did not dominate all subsequent fruits. In combination with an age-dependent R P this resulted in discontinued fruit growth, which was interpreted as fruit abortion. Given that after a prolonged period of limited growth fruits could not regain high growth rates, the model was not able to reproduce the case that a younger fruit reached harvest size prior to an earlier initiated fruit.
In the present study we implemented fruit partitioning models into the existing FSPM L-Cucumber (Kahlen et al., 2008) to reproduce fruit growth characteristics which are not accounted for in existing models, such as a fruit being harvestable before or simultaneously with an earlier formed fruit, and a fruit to regain high growth rates. The partitioning models were designed to test the hypotheses that fruit growth of cucumber follows (1) a proportional distribution of assimilates, (2) a proportional distribution of assimilates with an abortion threshold or (3) a dominant distribution of assimilates among fruits with abortion. The hypotheses were tested by comparing model results with measured fruit growth of plants cultivated under canopy conditions. As the FSPM approach allowed us to integrate feedback between plant morphogenesis and developmental physiology, individual fruit growth was evaluated under different canopy architectures.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental set-up
Cucumber (Cucumis sativus 'Aramon', Rijk Zwaan, De Lier, the Netherlands) plants were cultivated in greenhouses at the Institute of Biological Production Systems in Hannover, Germany (52 . 5 8N, 9 . 7 8E). At the five-leaf stage on 30 July 2007 they were transplanted on rockwool slaps and trained to a high wire system. Fruits were reduced to one fruit per rank and all tendrils and side shoots were pruned to allow undisturbed monopodial growth. Plants were decapitated when they reached the high wire at 220 cm. Canopies were either arranged as a row canopy with two plants m 22 (R2) or as an isometric canopy with one plant m 22 (I1). In the R2 canopy the distance between plants within a row was 0 . 27 m and the distance between rows was 1 . 86 m, whereas in the I1 canopy the distance between plants within a row was 1 . 08 m and 0 . 93 m between rows. The experiment was set up as a randomized complete block design, with three replications. The R2 canopy was composed of three rows with six plants each, and the I1 canopy of four rows with either three or four plants per row. Measurements were taken on two plants in the middle rows with at least one border plant to each side. In the experiment, the average day temperature was 25 . 1 + 2 . 1 8C inside the greenhouse.
Measurements
Non-destructive measurements were taken every 2 -3 d from 13 August 2007 to 14 September 2007. On each occasion, the length of each fruit and the width of each leaf on the plant were measured. Measurements of fruit length and leaf width started at approximately 5 cm organ length. Under canopy conditions the measurement of small fruits and leaves is very error-prone and there was a high risk of injuring or even breaking an organ. Individual organ dry weights and growth rates were calculated based on allometric relationships (Kahlen and Stützel, 2007) . Fruits were harvested twice a week when they had reached approx. 30 cm in length. For model evaluation the proportion of aborted fruits, the duration of fruit growth and the frequency of fruits reaching harvest size before or simultaneously with an earlier initiated fruit were recorded and analysed.
Model
The FSPM was based on the dynamic structural plant growth model L-Cucumber (Kahlen et al., 2008) implemented as cpfg code into L-Studio (Mech, 2004) . The simulations were run for 65 d. The model parameterization accounted for the conditions of the experiments by reproducing the daily light conditions, the arrangement of the plants in the canopy and the differences in specific leaf area (SLA) in the canopies. As in experiments, each fruit-bearing rank had one fruit which had a length of 5 cm at initiation. Plants grew monopodially without side shoots. Decapitation at the high wire was accounted for in the simulations by limiting the number of leaves to 23. This corresponded to a mean number of 22 . 9 + 0 . 5 leaves in the experiment. Furthermore, L-Cucumber was expanded by a more detailed description of leaf-level photosynthesis and a fruit growth model part, which allowed for specific description of the growth of individual fruits.
The model calculated light interception of individual leaf surfaces with the Caribu software (Chelle et al., 1998) , which interfaced with the L-Studio software. The virtual crop was reconstructed of 16-19 plants dependent on the canopy structure, to avoid border effects on the three evaluated plants in the middle of the canopy. A standard overcast sky with 36 light sources was used to simulate the light environment. The reflectance of the plastic film covering the greenhouse floor was 80 %. Optical properties of the leaf laminae were parameterized using the protocol of Daughtry et al. (1989) . The protocol specifies a series of reflectance and transmittance measurements using an integrating sphere and a spectrometer which allowed us to calculate leaf optical properties. The upper surface reflectance and transmittances of the leaf laminae were both 6 %, whereas the lower reflectance and transmittance were 11 and 8 %, respectively. Calculation of light interception was performed on a daily basis to account for the dynamic growth of the plants. An evaluation of the combination of the 3-D surfacebased plant model and the light distribution model showed the appropriateness of the approach for heterogeneous canopy structures (Wiechers et al., 2011) .
Assimilate production and partitioning
The rate of photosynthesis of the individual organs was calculated using a Farquhar et al. (1980) photosynthesis model coupled with a model of stomatal conductance (Kim and Lieth, 2003) . A two-phase description of the model was implemented and parameterized with the maximum rate of carboxylation (105 . 6 mmol CO 2 m 22 s
21
) and the potential rate of electron transport (201 . 1 mmol CO 2 m 22 s 21 ). The conversion to plant dry matter was performed using a factor of 0 . 68 (Warren Wilson et al., 1992) . Maintenance respiration was not separately accounted for as a minor fraction with approx. 2 % reduction in daily dry matter (Marcelis, 1994) . This model part provided a good estimate of the total measured dry matter. Temperature (25 8C), humidity (70 % relative humidity), CO 2 concentration (400 p.p.m.) and wind speed (0 . 5 m s
) were assumed to be homogeneous for the simulation, and leaf temperature was assumed to be equal to air temperature. Based on the simulated daily incident light intensities the rate of photosynthesis was calculated on an hourly basis to account for the non-linear response of photosynthesis to light. The daily course of light intensity was mapped by a normalized sine function and scaled with the daily incident light intensity. The resulting hourly rates of photosynthesis were summed up to a daily rate of dry matter gain which was transferred to a common assimilate pool. Excess dry matter was added to the pool when the daily demands of all organs were fulfilled.
Assimilates were partitioned to the organs on a daily basis. In the vegetative phase, 15 % of the assimilates produced were partitioned to the root (Kharkina et al., 1999) ; from the beginning of fruit growth this fraction was reduced to 3 %, which corresponded to final root dry weights fractions cited in the literature of between 5 % (Kharkina et al., 1999 ) and 2 . 6 % (Marcelis, 1992) . A time-dependent partitioning of assimilates between vegetative shoot parts and fruits was implemented. In accordance with production practice the fruits of the first six ranks were pruned to enhance vegetative growth. In this initial vegetative phase 90 % of the assimilates available for the shoot were allocated to the vegetative part, A V (t) (g d. wt d 21 ). The residual 10 % was allocated to the assimilate pool and became available in the following simulation steps. The allocation of only 90 % of the shoot assimilates to the vegetative part was implemented because vegetative dry matter production in the initial phase would have been overestimated if all shoot assimilated was allocated directly to the vegetative parts. The physiological background might be that cucumber plants tend to retain assimilates in the late vegetative phase to enable rapid fruit growth. With the beginning of fruitset the share partitioned to the fruits, A F (t) (g d. wt d
), increased linearly until it reached 80 % of the dry matter available for shoot growth, with the remaining 20 % going to the vegetative parts. Thereafter, these proportions were kept constant. Keeping this ratio fixed was in agreement with other studies which also showed that dry matter allocation to the fruits was insensitive to short-term changes in irradiance (Marcelis, 1993c) . Similar patterns of dry matter distribution among above-ground plant parts for cucumber have been described in the literature with a plateau between 40 and 90 % allocated to the vegetative part in fruiting cucumber plants (Marcelis, 1992) . The reduction of vegetative growth due to topping resulted in a relatively high ratio within the reported range.
For growth of the individual fruits a set of partitioning concepts with increasing complexity of rules was implemented into L-Cucumber. The resulting fruit growth was evaluated with regard to measured growth. The basic concept implemented into the model was the proportional partitioning of assimilates among all growing fruits. From experiments the potential growth rate of fruit i, on a given day t after initialization (5 cm), R P,i (t) (g d. wt d
), was derived from the fruit length of the previous day, L F,i (t -1) (cm; Kuwar, 2007) .
R P,i (t) determined the maximum demand of each fruit. Fruit length was calculated from fruit dry weight using an allometric power function. All R P,i (t) of one simulation step were added up to give the total maximum demand of all fruits of day t,
For the first hypothesis the proportional growth rate, R Prop,i (t) (g d. wt d
), was calculated using the ratio of R P,i (t) to D TMF (t) and the assimilates available for fruit growth, A F (t). Consequently, this distribution is scaled by the source strength:
For the second hypothesis the concept of proportional assimilate distribution was extended by the instance of fruit abortion. Abortion was determined by the ratio r AD (t) of the assimilates available for fruit growth, A F (t), and the total maximum demand of all fruits, D TMF (t):
If r AD (t) was below a predefined abortion threshold, A T , on a single day all fruits within 6 -10 d after anthesis stopped growth and were aborted. The fruit was sensitive to this event. The A T threshold, which was therefore source strengthdependent, was set to 10, 20, 40, 60 or 80 %. For the third hypothesis the concept of abortion was retained and a dominant growth characteristic of earlier initiated fruits was implemented in addition. Instead of distributing assimilates proportionally among all growing fruits irrespective of the degree of limitation, the sink strength of a fruit could be increased in favour of a growth decrease of the following fruit. This dominance was only applied if r AD (t) did not reach a threshold, D T :
The dominant growth rate,
), of the dominant fruit was increased to R P,i (t) at maximum. The increase was established by up to 50 % of the proportional growth rate of the dominated fruit. For the dominated fruit a reduction of the proportional growth rate by the corresponding amount was implemented. Similar to the abortion event, dominance was directly applied on the day at which D T was not reached. Furthermore, it was assumed that D T had to be higher than A T . For a dominated fruit no further alternations of growth rates were allowed for this day. For the simulations, A T was set to 10, 20 or 30 % and was varied over a D T threshold of 40, 60, 80 or 100 %. Depending on the implemented fruit growth model the actual growth rate was either proportional, proportional with abortion or dominant with abortion.
Simulation scenarios
In the mock up of the simulation scene an initial orientation was given to each plant. In the experiments, the first leaf of the plants was manually oriented to the south at transplantation with an unavoidable variability. In the simulation this variability was accounted for by three scenarios with alternating starting orientation of the evaluated plants. For each scenario the south orientation of the first leaf for each plant was varied between +15 8 by rotating the plant around the vertical axis.
Data analysis
For the measurements and simulations, fruit growth duration of all fruits that had reached their harvest size and the abortion rate were calculated. Fruit growth duration was defined as the number of days from 5 to 30 cm fruit length. Averages and standard deviations of the individual ranks were calculated based on the six measured plants or the nine simulated plants. The abortion rate was defined as the number of aborted fruits divided by the number of evaluated plants in the measurements and simulations, respectively. Average growth durations and average abortion rates were calculated as means over ranks 7 -19. For both traits absolute differences between the averages of measured and simulated plants were calculated. To assess the prediction quality for both traits simultaneously, the absolute differences were divided by the measured values to obtain relative values. These relative values were added up to give the total relative deviation. In addition, the occurrence of events when a later initiated fruit had reached 30 cm in length on the same day or earlier as a prior initiated fruit was quantified. Comparison of measured and simulated final vegetative and generative dry matter was performed using a t-test at P ¼ 0 . 05 using Sigmaplot (Systat Software Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).
Results
Proportional assimilate distribution
In the R2 canopy, the measured growth duration of individual fruits increased in an irregular pattern from less than 10 d for fruits on the low ranks up to a maximum of nearly 20 d for the fruits on the high ranks (Fig. 1A) . The increase was accompanied by a rise in the variability of growth duration, as indicated by higher standard deviations. For the fruits on ranks 7 -19, average growth duration was 14 . 5 d and average fruit abortion was 20 . 5 % ( Table 1 ). The simulation of fruit growth duration using a proportional distribution of assimilates resulted in a good estimate for fruit ranks 7 -12 followed by an increasing overestimation due to a steady increase of growth durations up to 30 d (Fig. 1A) . None of the fruits on the ranks higher than 17 reached harvest size until the end of the simulation run and no fruit was aborted. On average, the simulated growth duration of fruits that reached harvest size during simulation was approximately 4 d longer than the measured duration (Table 1) .
In contrast to the R2 canopy, the measured growth durations in the I1 canopy did not show a considerable increase with increasing fruit rank and the standard deviations differed only marginally (Fig. 1B) . The average growth duration for fruits 7 -19 was 10 . 1 d (Table 1) . Average fruit abortion was 7 . 7 % and on average one event of a younger fruit being harvestable before or simultaneously to a earlier formed fruit occurred per plant. Simulated growth duration increased continuously (Fig. 1B) . This resulted again in a longer average growth duration of approximately 4 d compared with measurements ( Table 1 ). All fruits on ranks 7 -19 reached harvest length before the end of the simulation.
Proportional assimilate distribution with abortion
Increasing the value for the fruit abortion threshold increased the rate of aborted fruits (Table 1) . Changes of the abortion threshold of up to 40 % clearly affected fruit abortion rates. For thresholds exceeding 40 %, fruit abortion rates increased only marginally.
Under all tested proportional partitioning simulations with abortion, the parameter set with the A T ¼ 20 % threshold corresponded best to the measurements. The parameter set had the lowest total relative deviations with 1 . 2 d difference in growth duration and 16 . 3 % mismatch for the abortion rate (Table 1) . Simulated growth durations and abortion rates could be separated into two phases ( Fig. 2A) : the first phase comprised ranks 7 -14 in which no fruits were aborted. In this phase the simulated rank growth duration increased constantly with fruit rank from a slight underestimation to a minor overestimation. The second phase from rank 15 to 19 was dominated by the abortion of 95 % of all initiated fruits (Fig. 2B) . The only harvested fruits in this phase were grown at rank 19 and had an appropriate duration.
In the I1 canopy, an increase of the fruit abortion threshold resulted in a decrease of the average growth duration comparable with that for R2, while at the same time fruit abortion increased with a 10 % lower rate compared with R2 (Table 1) . Similar to the R2 canopy the simulation with A T ¼ 20 % for the I1 canopy had the smallest total relative deviation from the measured results, with a difference of 2 . 4 d in average growth duration and 2 . 6 % offset in the average fruit abortion rate.
Dominant assimilate distribution with abortion
Based on the results of the simulations with abortion, we used abortion thresholds A T of 10, 20 and 30 % together with dominance levels of 40, 60, 80 and 100 % for the further analyses and obtained a linear relationship between average abortion rate and average growth duration (Fig. 3) . The 12 combinations of dominance and abortion thresholds 
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The simulations distributed assimilates to the fruits proportional, proportional with abortion or dominant with abortion. Measurements, n ¼ 6; simulations, n ¼ 9.
were simulated for both canopies. The six closest fits are shown in Table 2 . Based on the total relative deviation the parameter set with D T ¼ 80 % and A T ¼ 30 % threshold resulted in the best correspondence between measurements and simulations for both canopies (Table 2 ). In the R2 canopy the simulation underestimated fruit abortion by 5 . 1 % over all ranks and the average growth duration was overestimated by 0 . 5 d. The simulated growth durations up to rank 15 followed the increasing trend of the measurements with small deviations and the simulated variations ranged in the same order of magnitudes as the measurements (Fig. 4A) . The simulations overestimated growth duration on fruit ranks 16-19 and the standard deviations were slightly higher than in the measurements. Measurements and simulations of growth durations differed at the highest ranks, 17 -19, with a maximum difference of 7 . 4 d for fruits on rank 18. The simulation results failed to predict the low level of fruit abortion likelihood up to rank 13 (Fig. 4B) . For ranks 14-19 the higher rates of fruit abortion were overall represented by the simulation with a minor underestimation, although for the individual ranks the abortion likelihood differed between measurements and simulations.
In the I1 canopy, the average growth durations and fruit abortions were overestimated by 0 . 9 d and 0 . 8 %, respectively. Simulated growth duration up to rank 15 increased more continuously than the measurements while growth duration differed in most cases by less than 1 d (Fig. 5A) . In ranks 16-19, the observed reduction of fruit growth duration was not followed by the simulation, leading to overestimations of up to 5 d. The variance in simulated growth duration between fruits was small up to rank 15, followed by either pronounced variance or absence of variation as only one fruit was not aborted. The occurrence of fruit abortion was not correctly estimated as the highest likelihoods were on ranks 9 and 10, whereas the ranks of the second abortion cluster was accounted for correctly but the intensity was overestimated (Fig. 5B) .
Events of a fruit reaching harvest size before a prior fruit An example of an event when a fruit was harvestable before or at the same day as a prior formed fruit, as observed in the experiments, is shown in Fig. 6 . All fruits prior to fruit rank 16 reached harvest size with increasing growth durations. Fruits 17 and 18 were aborted, allowing fruits on rank 19 and 20 to grow at higher rates. This resulted in a simultaneous harvest of fruits on ranks 16 and 20. The latter fruit took approximately 1 week less to reach harvest size. The two canopy structures differed in the number of harvestable fruits before a prior fruit reached harvest in the examined fruit ranks. On average, two such events per plant occurred in R2, whereas only one event could be observed in the I1 canopy (Table 3 ). In the R2 canopy the fruit ranks were not clustered, whereas in the I1 canopy these events were observed predominantly on ranks 10 -13 (data not shown).
In the simulations with proportional and proportional with abortion distributions, the abortion threshold did not affect the successive growth of individual fruits. For both canopies this resulted in an absence of events that a fruit reached harvest size before or simultaneously with an earlier formed fruit for all parameterizations. The simulations including dominance effects generally underestimated the number of cases in which a fruit was harvestable before or at the same day as a prior fruit. In the simulations of the R2 canopy only the Average fruit abortion rate in relation to average growth duration for ranks 7-19 for a row canopy with two plants m 22 (R2). Measured, simulated proportional distribution with different abortion thresholds, simulated 10 % abortion with a set of dominant thresholds, simulated 20 % abortion with a set of dominant thresholds, and simulated 30 % abortion with a set of dominant thresholds, as indicated. Sets of domination consisted of 40, 60, 80 and 100 % thresholds. Each symbol represents n ¼ 9 for simulations and n ¼ 6 for measurements.
( Table 3 ). In the I1 canopy, the underestimation of the simulations was less obvious. In the simulations the growth duration for the later initiated fruit was reduced by up to 6 d compared with the prior initiated fruit. In general the harvest of fruits before or simultaneous to prior formed fruits was concentrated at the highest fruit ranks (data not shown).
Time course of overall dry weight
For the simulation with the smallest total relative deviations of average growth duration and abortion rate, the accumulated dry weight for the vegetative and fruit parts followed closely the data derived from the experiments (Fig. 7) . There was a temporal coincidence of plant topping and the approximation of the plateau for the vegetative plant parts around 30 d after transplanting for both simulations and measurements. The vegetative dry weight at the end of measurements was 85 . 0 + 5 . 8 g per plant for the R2 canopy and 99 . 2 + 4 . 6 g per plant for the I1 canopy. Based on the t-test the simulation significantly overestimated the vegetative dry weight for the R2 canopy with 95 . 8 + 2 . 4 g per plant, whereas for the I1 canopy the simulation did not differ significantly from measured data. For the fruits, dry weights of 261 . 3 + 39 . 5 and 334 . 8 + 59 . 9 g per plant were measured in the R2 and I1 canopies, respectively. The simulation of the fruit dry weights did not differ significantly from measured data. 
DISCUSSION
In this study, L-Cucumber, a dynamic 3-D plant model, was used to test hypotheses on dry matter partitioning between individual fruits. Fruit growth duration and abortion were the characteristics used to evaluate the model. Fixed proportions were allocated to roots and vegetative parts as modelling the vegetative growth driven by potential growth would have resulted in an increased interaction between vegetative and generative distribution. Furthermore, there are difficulties in determining the potential growth rate of vegetative parts (Marcelis, 1994) . The first hypothesis of proportional assimilate distribution among fruits has been widely used in models of plant growth (e.g. Marcelis, 1993d) . For both canopies examined, the model overestimated growth durations (Fig. 1) , which might be attributed to the fact that no fruits were aborted (Table 1) . No fruit was simulated to reach harvest size earlier than an older fruit, which was due to R P increasing with increasing fruit size. For the growth of individual fruits in greenhouse cucumber, this was obviously an oversimplification in both canopies. The second hypothesis assumed fruit abortion to occur when source strength was insufficient. The model approach allowed us to change fruit abortion rates by varying the A T threshold (Table 1 ). This threshold also had an impact on growth duration, as a reduction in the number of growing fruits reduces competition among the remaining fruits, resulting in shorter growth durations. A value of 20 % for A T resulted in quite good adjustment of the average growth rate (Fig. 2) . This threshold led, however, to considerable overestimation of the average abortion rate. Other approaches to model fruit growth patterns also do not allow for an alternation of the sink strength besides the general age dependency (Mathieu et al., 2008; Wubs et al., 2009b) . As a consequence, these approaches mainly control patterns of fruit initialization and do not account for alternations in the growth phase of individual fruits. In this study, assimilate distribution based on the second hypothesis allowed for abortion, whereby growth duration was regulated, but the approach failed to reproduce events in which fruits were harvestable before or simultaneously with a prior fruit.
The third hypothesis was tested by choosing a range of A T thresholds between 10 and 30 %, derived from the proportional distribution with abortion, in combination with D T thresholds between 40 and 100 % (Fig. 3) . The priority function of Marcelis (1994) and our definition of dominance differ: the priority function uses a progressive definition which depends on total potential growth rate whereas the dominance concept is based on a fixed threshold. Furthermore, the dominance threshold was considered to be constant over time whereas in the priority function the intensity changes over time. In the approach of Marcelis (1994) the priority of an individual fruit influences the allocation of assimilates of all other fruits whereas our approach restricts the influence to the following fruit. The main differences from the dominance approach of Schapendonk and Brouwer (1984) are the discrete consideration of abortion, the analysis of the dominance threshold and a reduced relocation of assimilates under dominance conditions. For existing models including dominance effects among fruits, abortion was one of the weakest features, as a fruit could stop growth at any size (Schapendonk and Brouwer, 1984) or the regulation was assumed to be linearly related to the source/sink ratio (Marcelis, 1994) . The model presented here overcame this limitation and the lack of depicting events of fruit harvest before an earlier formed fruit by relating R P to the organ size. This resulted in non-linear changes of the abortion rate for different abortion thresholds (Table 1) , which were in line with measurements of fruit set under different ratios of actual to potential growth rate in tomato (Bertin, 1995, figure 11 ). Comparing the proportional distribution with an A T ¼ 20 % and the corresponding simulations with these A T and D T thresholds revealed that the D T threshold only slightly altered average growth duration but highly affected average abortion rate (Tables 1 and 2 ). This indicated that the model accounts for interactions between dominance and abortion. The relevance of the A T ¼ 30 % D T ¼ 80 % parameter set was indicated by the smallest total relative deviations for both canopies (Table 2), followed in both cases by all sets with D T ¼ 30 % and the occurrence of fruit reaching harvest size before a prior fruit in the simulations with D T ¼ 30 % for both architectures (Table 3 ). The absolute value of events in which a fruit was harvestable before or at the same day as an earlier formed fruit was underestimated with all parameter sets. However, the occurrence of these events has to be regarded as different from the other traits. The occurrence of fruit abortion was controlled by the predefined A T threshold, which also influenced growth duration. In contrast, there was no explicit influence on the occurrence of fruits reaching harvest size before or simultaneously with a prior fruit by external model parameters. Furthermore, there was also no influence of any intrinsic stochasticity of the model. By explicitly considering dominance, a good estimate for growth of the individual fruit was obtained for the fruits up to rank 17 in the R2 canopy and rank 16 in the I1 canopy ( Figs 4A and 5A ). For the uppermost ranks the number of harvested fruits was strongly reduced due the increase of fruit abortion in both architectures (Figs 4B and 5B) . Averaging of the highly scattering individual growth durations for the low number of remaining fruits per rank increased the uncertainty of the estimates. This might explain the greater differences between measurements and simulations. The less clustered fruit abortion in the simulated R2 canopy gave a more realistic representation than the emphasized abortion event in the I1 canopy. Our intention was to start with the simplest approach and to extend the model stepwise until the measured growth characteristics were accounted for by the model. The first extension of the proportional model, which was able to reproduce all measured growth characteristics, was the combination of an abortion threshold and a dominance threshold affecting the next fruit. Nevertheless, the simulations of the two canopies resulted in very precise estimations of accumulated vegetative and fruit dry weights (Fig. 7) . This indicated that the timing of fruit and vegetative growth based on the implemented parameterization was reproduced accurately. Variability in the simulation was introduced here by alternating the initial orientation of the simulated plants. Other possibilities of introducing variability, e.g. of source and sink strength, have been used to assess model sensitivity (e.g. Wubs et al., 2009b) . A third concept used in similar studies is the application of stochastic elements in functional parts of plant models to reproduce the natural variability in plant development (e.g. Barczi et al., 2008) . The different concepts have all proved capable of simulating variability of resulting growing traits. Harvestable before a prior fruit 2 0 . 1 + 0 . 3 0 . 1 + 0 . 3 1 0 . 2 + 0 . 4 0 . 6 + 0 . 5 0 . 4 + 0 . 5
Simulations distributed assimilate to the fruits with different dominance and abortion thresholds. Measurements n ¼ 6 and simulations n ¼ 9. Measurement (n ¼ 6) and simulation (n ¼ 9). Error bars represent s.d.
In conclusion, evaluation of the partitioning models showed that the first two hypotheses of proportional growth with and without abortion did not sufficiently describe the dynamics of fruit growth in cucumber. The model based on the third hypothesis using a source strength threshold concept for fruit abortion and accounting for dominance by alternating sink strengths was able to reproduce individual fruit growth of a dense row canopy and a sparse isometric canopy. It allowed for feedback between fruit abortion and the growth of the remaining fruits by adapting growth duration and accounting for events that a fruit was harvestable before an earlier fruit as well as for influences on the vegetative part. In general, the FSPM was capable of simulating variations in plant architecture on the growth of individual fruits. The high level of detail and the flexibility of integrating environmental influences indicated the value of the model presented as a tool for analysing and improving knowledge about dynamics in assimilate partitioning between vegetative and fruit parts as well as among individual fruits.
